A Phosphatase Activity Present in Peripheral Blood Myeloid Cells of Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia Patients but Not Normal Individuals Alters Nuclear Protein Binding to Transcriptional Enhancers of Interferon-inducible Genes
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Abstract
Cytoplasmic protein from peripheral blood myeloid cells of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) patients altered the electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between nuclear proteins and interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers. Immature myeloid marrow cells (blasts and promyelocytes) have a higher level of this activity than do mature myeloid marrow cells (bands and polys). This activity, which is not detectable in the peripheral blood cells of normal individuals, is at least 50-fold higher in CML marrow blasts and promyelocytes than that found in marrow blasts and promyelocytes of normal individuals. This activity was inhibited by in vivo incubation of immature myeloid cells with the phosphatase inhibitor, sodium orthovanadate (0.2 mM), and by adding orthovanadate (20 mM) directly to cytoplasmic proteins of myeloid cells. Interferon-α (1,000 U/ml) reduced the effects of the CML myeloid cell cytoplasmic protein on the electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–DNA complexes. These data suggest that a unique phosphatase may be involved in the abnormalities in CML which are modulated by interferon-α. (J. Clin. Invest. 1990. 86:1664–1670.) Key words: chronic myelogenous leukemia • interferon • nuclear proteins • transcriptional enhancers

Introduction
Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) begins with a benign phase which lasts an average of 3.5 yr. The disease then evolves into a more serious blastic crisis in which patients die of bleeding and infection (1). Two treatments, bone marrow transplantation and interferon-α, may delay the onset of the blastic transformation (2, 3). Only 25% of patients have an HLA-matched related allograft donor and only 15% of early-phase CML patients achieve a complete cytogenetic remission with interferon-α treatment (4, 5). The mechanism through which interferon-α mediates its clinical effect in CML and the reasons for the variable levels of sensitivity to interferon are unknown.
Interferon-α exerts its effects in many cells by activating the transcription of genes that code for immunomodulatory proteins such as histocompatibility antigens and β2-microglobulin (6), for antiviral enzymes (7) such as 2,5-oligoadenylate synthetase (2,5-OAS), and for interferon-inducible proteins of unknown function such as 9-27 and 6-16 (8, 9). This transcriptional activation is mediated through alteration of nuclear proteins that bind to the 5' transcriptional enhancers of interferon-inducible genes before the activation of gene expression (10).
In the course of a study designed to determine if the clinical effect of interferon-α in CML was in any way related to transcriptional activation of interferon-inducible genes, we found that the transcriptional enhancers of interferon-inducible genes were functional in normal and CML myeloid cells, and that differences existed between the electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between these interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers and the nuclear proteins of normal and CML cells (11).
Here we report that the cytoplasmic proteins isolated from CML cells contain an enzymatic activity that alters the electrophoretic mobility of the complexes formed between nuclear proteins and the transcriptional enhancers of interferon-inducible genes. This activity is not detectable in peripheral blood cells of normal individuals. This enzymatic activity, which is found in the cytoplasm of immature marrow myeloid cells, was 50-fold greater in CML myeloid blasts and promyelocytes than in the marrow blasts and promyelocytes of normal individuals. Our studies suggest that this activity is an acid phosphatase which is modulated by interferon-α.

Methods
In vivo and in vitro use of interferon-α. In vitro experiments involved the use of 1,000 U/ml of recombinant interferon-α at 37°C at pH 7.4 for 1 h. The concentration used for in vitro experiments (1,000 U/ml for 24 h) is four times the peak serum level usually seen in vivo 2 h after a subcutaneous injection of 5 × 10⁶ U of recombinant interferon-α.
Isolation of lymphocytes and myeloid cells. Lymphocytes and myeloid cells of different stages of maturation were separated on Percoll gradients from bone marrow and peripheral blood (12). The stage of maturation of myeloid fractionated cells was verified by Wright-Giemsa staining.
Nuclear proteins. Nuclear protein extracts were prepared either according to Miskimens et al. (13) or Dignam et al. (14). Both nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins were dialyzed against buffer “D” (14).
Cytoplasmic proteins. Cells were lysed by the method of Dignam et al. (14) and the nuclei were pelleted. The cytoplasmic protein was isolated as a supernatant activity.

Mobility-shift assays. The binding of nuclear proteins to interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers was studied by mobility-shift assays as outlined previously (11, 13–15). Binding conditions are the following: Hepes 12 mM, glycerol 10%, KCl 60 mM, EDTA 0.12 mM, DTT 0.3 mM, EGTA 0.05 mM, and MgCl₂ 12 mM. The nuclear proteins were preincubated with poly(dI) poly(dC) at a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml for 15 min at 40°C, and then were incubated for 30 min at 22°C with 100 fmol (10⁵ cpm) of an oligonucleotide which contains the transcriptional enhancer of the interferon-inducible gene. The oligonucleotides were ³²P-labeled in the 3' recessed ends by the Klenow reaction. All incubations were carried out in the presence of the protease incubators 0.005 µg/µl aprotinin, 1 mM benzamidine, and 1 mM PMSF. The nuclear protein–DNA complexes were separated from the unbound oligonucleotide by electrophoresis in a 7.5% polyacrylamide nondenaturing gel at 120 V for 18 h in a Tris-acetate buffer (Tris 50 mM, pH 7.9, NaOAc 3.3 mM, and EDTA 1.0 mM).

Results

Cytoplasmic proteins of CML peripheral blood cells alter electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–transcriptional enhancer complexes. Nuclear proteins isolated from a lymphoid cell line (Daudi) formed a single low-mobility complex (band A) with the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers of the human β₂-microglobulin gene (lane 4, Fig. 1, left panel), the 6-16 gene (lane 7, Fig. 1, left panel), the 9-27 gene (lane 1, Fig. 1, left panel), and the antiviral interferon-inducible gene 2,5-OAS as shown in lane 1, Fig. 1, right panel. These transcriptional enhancers (see Table I) have been reported by others to mediate the transcriptional activation of interferon-inducible genes in an orientation-independent manner (6–10).

When we added the cytoplasmic protein of CML peripheral blood cells in a 1:1 ratio (by weight) to the nuclear proteins extracted from the Daudi lymphoid cell line, a change was induced in the electrophoretic mobility of the complex formed by these lymphoid nuclear proteins with the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers. The low-mobility complex (band A in lanes 1, 4, and 7, Fig. 1, left panel, and lane 1 Fig. 1, right panel) was changed to a higher-mobility complex (band B in lanes 2, 5, and 8 of Fig. 1, left panel, and lane 2 Fig. 1, right panel). When the cytoplasmic proteins were isolated from the peripheral blood cells of a patient receiving interferon therapy, the magnitude of the change induced by the cytoplasmic protein of the CML cells was decreased (see lane 3 Fig. 1, right panel). As shown in lane 2, Fig. 1, right panel, when Daudi nuclear proteins were exposed to cytoplasmic proteins from CML peripheral blood cells not exposed to interferon, the ratio of band A to band B was 1.2, whereas the ratio was 3.9 using cytoplasmic proteins from CML peripheral blood cells exposed to interferon-α (see lane 3, Fig. 1, right panel). This sensitivity to the interferon-α–induced inhibition of the cytoplasmic activity of CML peripheral blood cells has been shown in our laboratory to correlate with the clinical sensitivity to interferon-α (11).

Figure 1. Effect of cytoplasmic protein of CML peripheral blood cells on the electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–transcriptional enhancer complexes. We tested the effect of cytoplasmic proteins from CML cells on the electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between lymphoid nuclear proteins and the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers (shown in Table I) of four interferon-inducible genes (9-27, β₂-microglobulin, 6-16, and 2,5-OAS) using the mobility-shift assay. These complexes formed after nuclear proteins were incubated in a 1:1 ratio by weight with cytoplasmic proteins from CML peripheral blood cells for 1 h at 22°C. Daudi nuclear protein not incubated with myeloid cytosolic extracts was added to the mobility-shift lanes 1, 4, and 7 of the left panel and lane 1 of the right panel. Daudi nuclear protein, after incubation with an equal amount by weight of protein from a cytoplasmic extract of CML peripheral blood cells for 1 h at 22°C, was added to the mobility-shift lanes 2, 5, and 8 of the left panel and lane 2 of the right panel. The same amount of protein from a cytoplasmic extract of CML peripheral blood cells was added without Daudi nuclear protein to the mobility-shift lanes 3 and 6 of the left panel. The cytoplasmic protein of CML peripheral blood cells of a patient under interferon-α treatment (5 x 10¹⁵ units subcutaneously per day) was added to an equal amount by weight to mobility-shift lane 3 of the right panel. Densitometry of the ratio of band A to band B in lanes 2 and 3 of the right panel was used to assess the effect of interferon on the cytoplasmic phosphatase. A ³²P-labeled oligonucleotide which contains the following interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers was added to the following mobility-shift lanes: lanes 1–3 of the left panel, 9–27; lanes 4–6 of the right panel, human β₂-microglobulin; lanes 7 and 8 of the left panel, 6-16; and lanes 1–3 of the right panel, 2,5-OAS. Band A is the low-mobility complex between nuclear proteins from Daudi and the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancer. Band B is the complex formed between the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer and the lymphoid nuclear proteins which had been exposed to the cytoplasmic protein of CML peripheral blood cells. The unbound probe is at the bottom of each mobility-shift lane. Cell incubations were done in the presence of protease inhibitors aprotinin, benzamidine, and PMSF. The nuclear proteins were pre-incubated with a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml of poly (dI) poly (dC) before incubation with the transcriptional enhancers.
To identify the source of the cytoplasmic activity which modified the mobility of the nuclear protein–DNA complex, we fractionated the peripheral blood cells of CML patients into myeloid and lymphoid cells by Percoll gradients. The cytoplasmic protein of the myeloid cells isolated from CML peripheral blood contained an activity that altered the electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–DNA complexes (see Fig. 2). When the cytoplasmic protein of lymphoid cells of CML peripheral blood or peripheral blood cells of normal individuals (lymphoid or myeloid) were added to lymphoid nuclear proteins in a 1:1 ratio, no change in the electrophoretic mobility of the complexes formed by lymphoid nuclear proteins and interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers was noted. The activity of CML peripheral blood myeloid cells, which altered the electrophoretic mobility of these complexes, was absent in the peripheral blood cells of 18 out of 18 normal individuals tested and was present in the peripheral blood cells of 40 out of 44 CML patients tested (11).

The alteration of the electrophoretic mobility of DNA–nuclear protein complexes by the cytoplasmic proteins from CML peripheral blood myeloid cells was observed at 22°C (left panel of Fig. 2) but not at 4°C (right panel of Fig. 2) and was time-dependent (see left panel of Fig. 2). All of these changes were observed in the presence of the protease inhibitors aprotinin, benzamidine, and PMSF. These data suggest that the changes in electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–DNA complexes were due to an enzymatic activity other than a protease that was present in the cytoplasm of the peripheral blood myeloid cells of CML patients.

**Cytoplasmic activity in peripheral blood CML myeloid cells may be an acid phosphatase.** When 0.2 mM orthovanadate, an inhibitor of cellular phosphatases (16), was added to intact CML cells before isolation of cytoplasmic protein, the magnitude of the effect of the CML cytoplasmic proteins on the electrophoretic mobility of the lymphoid nuclear protein complex was diminished (Fig. 3, upper left panel). The orthovanadate completely inhibited the cytoplasmic activity of myeloid cells on the Daudi nuclear protein when added in vitro to the cytoplasmic proteins at a concentration of 20 mM (Fig. 3, right panel). These experiments suggested that the cytoplasmic activity in CML myeloid cells that alters the mobility of nuclear protein–DNA complexes is a phosphatase.

This conclusion was formally tested by exposing the complexes formed between the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer oligonucleotide shown in Table 1 and Daudi cell nuclear proteins in vitro acid phosphatases. The addition of 9 U of potato white acid phosphatase (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) to the preformed complex resulted in a change in the electrophoretic mobility from low (lane C) to high (lane AP) mobility (Fig. 3, lower left panel). These data suggest that the cytoplasmic activity present in peripheral blood CML myeloid cells that alters the mobility of DNA–nuclear protein complexes may be an acid phosphatase.

**The levels of activity that alter nuclear protein–DNA complex mobility are different in the early and late stages of myeloid maturation.** The nuclear proteins of Daudi cells were added in a 1:1 ratio (by weight) to the cytoplasmic proteins isolated from marrow cells belonging to early (blasts and promyelocytes) or late (bands and neutrophils) stages of myeloid maturation and incubated at 22°C for 1 h in the presence of inhibitors of the protease aprotinin, benzamidine, and PMSF. Percoll gradients were used to collect the marrow myeloid cells belonging to early or late stages of myeloid maturation. The treated nuclear proteins were then incubated with the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer. The changes induced in the electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–DNA complexes by the cytoplasmic proteins of immature myeloid (myeloblast and
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promyelocyte) cells were then studied by the mobility-shift assay.

Scanning densitometry was used to determine the changes induced in these complexes by exposure to cytoplasmic proteins. The ratio of the high- (induced by exposure to cytoplasm) to low- (present before exposure to cytoplasm) mobility complex was determined by scanning densitometry of the autoradiographs of the mobility-shift assay. Little or no change in the electrophoretic mobility of the nuclear protein-transcriptional enhancer complexes was induced by the cytoplasm of mature myeloid (bands and polys) cells (lane 2 of Fig. 4), as judged by the ratio (0.13) of intensities of the high-mobility (band B) to low-mobility (band A) nuclear protein–DNA complexes. The addition of the cytoplasmic proteins of immature myeloid marrow cells (myeloblasts and promyeloblasts) of a chronic phase CML patient induced the formation of a new high-mobility complex (band B, lane 4 of Fig. 4) and decreased the intensity of the low-mobility complex (band A, lane 4 of Fig. 4). The ratio of the high- (band B) to low-mobility (band A) complexes with nuclear proteins exposed to cytoplasmic proteins from immature myeloid cells was 2.8 (see lane 4 of Fig. 4). These data suggest that the activity that alters electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–DNA complexes is high in immature myeloid cells and almost undetectable in mature myeloid cells.

**Figure 3.** *(Upper left)* Effect of in vivo incubation with orthovanadate on cytoplasmic protein of CML peripheral blood cells on the electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein–transcriptional enhancer complexes. We tested the effect of incubation of cells with orthovanadate on the activity in cytoplasmic proteins from CML cells. We measured the effect of cytoplasmic proteins from orthovanadate-treated cells on the electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between lymphoid nuclear proteins and the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancer of the 2,5-OAS gene using the mobility-shift assay. Lane 1: Electrophoretic mobility of the complex formed between an oligonucleotide which contains the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer CTCTCTCCCTTCTGAGGAAACGAAACCAACACAGT and the nuclear proteins of the Daudi cell. This complex was formed after these nuclear proteins were incubated in a 1:1 ratio by weight with cytoplasmic proteins from CML peripheral blood cells for 1 h at 22°C. Lane 2: Electrophoretic mobility of complexes between the 2,5-OAS oligonucleotide and the Daudi cell nuclear protein after incubation of the Daudi nuclear proteins for 1 h in a 1:1 ratio with cytoplasmic proteins from CML peripheral blood cells previously incubated with 0.2 mM of sodium orthovanadate. Lane 3: Electrophoretic mobility of the complex formed between Daudi nuclear proteins and the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer. Lane 4: Electrophoretic mobility of the complex formed between the cytoplasmic proteins of CML peripheral blood myeloid cells and the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer. Band A is the low-mobility complex between nuclear proteins from Daudi and the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancer. Band B is the complex formed between the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer and the lymphoid nuclear proteins which had been exposed to the cytoplasmic protein of CML peripheral blood cells. Identical results were obtained using Daudi nuclear proteins and the transcriptional enhancers of the 2,5-OAS, 6-16, 9-27, and β2-microglobulin genes, as shown in Table I. Cell incubations were done in the presence of protease inhibitors aprotinin, benzamidine, and PMSF. *(Right)* Sodium orthovanadate inhibits the effect of cytoplasmic proteins on electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between nuclear proteins and transcriptional enhancers. Sodium orthovanadate was added in vitro in varying concentrations to the cytoplasmic proteins after their isolation from CML peripheral blood cells. The nuclear proteins isolated from Daudi cells were then incubated in a 1:1 ratio (by weight) with the sodium orthovanadate-treated cytoplasmic proteins for 1 h at 22°C. Poly (dI) poly (dC) at 0.1 mg/ml was added to the nuclear proteins for 15 min at 4°C and then the nuclear proteins were incubated with 32P-labeled oligonucleotide which contained the 2,5-OAS interferon transcriptional enhancer for 1 h at 4°C. The 32P-labeled oligonucleotide bound to the nuclear protein was separated from unbound by electrophoresis in a mobility-shift gel. The concentration of the sodium orthovanadate in millimoles is listed above each lane. Lane D has Daudi nuclear cell protein bound to the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer without incubation to cytoplasmic proteins from myeloid cells. All other lanes contain Daudi nuclear proteins which have been exposed to myeloid cytoplasmic proteins. In lane N, no sodium orthovanadate has been added. Band A denotes the position of the complex that forms in the absence of myeloid cytoplasmic protein. Band B denotes the position of the complex that forms when Daudi nuclear proteins are exposed to myeloid cytoplasmic proteins. The unbound oligonucleotide is seen at the bottom of each lane. *(Lower left)* In vitro effect of acid phosphatase on the electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers and the nuclear protein of Daudi cells. 9 U of potato white acid phosphatase was incubated with the complex formed between the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer and the nuclear proteins of the Daudi cell for 20 min at 22°C. Lane C (control): Electrophoretic mobility of the complexes before exposure to acid phosphatase in vitro; Lane AP (acid phosphatase): Electrophoretic mobility of the complex after exposure to acid phosphatase in vitro. The free oligonucleotide is seen at the bottom of each lane. Nuclear proteins were incubated with 0.1 mg/ml of poly (dI) poly (dC) before incubation with the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers.
Cytoplasmic activity that alters electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein-DNA complexes is higher in immature CML myeloid cells than in immature myeloid cells of normal marrow. We then compared the level of the enzymatic activity that alters electrophoretic mobility of nuclear protein-DNA complexes in the cytoplasm of immature myeloid cells from the marrow of normal and CML individuals. To do this, the cytoplasmic protein from the immature myeloid cells of CML (lanes 2-7 of Fig. 5) or normal (lanes 9-14 of Fig. 5) individuals was added to the nuclear protein of Daudi cells. The ratio of the cytoplasmic protein/nuclear protein was varied from 1:10 (lanes 2, 9) to 2:1 (lanes 7, 14). We incubated these mixtures for 1 h at 22°C and then added the 2,5-OAS transcriptional enhancer to each mixture and ran a mobility gel as described in the methods. The marrow of the CML patient used for these studies were 100% positive for the Philadelphia chromosome. As shown in Table II and Fig. 5, the ratio of the cytoplasmic protein/nuclear protein required to significantly change the electrophoretic mobility of the nuclear protein-DNA complexes was greater with the cytoplasmic protein from normal cells than was required with the cytoplasmic protein of CML myeloid cells. As judged by this assay, the effect of the cytoplasm of the CML cells was over four times that of the normal cells. This indicates that the concentration of the cytoplasmic enzymatic activity that altered the electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between nuclear proteins and DNA transcriptional enhancer complexes was diminished.

These experiments suggest that the cytoplasmic activity from CML myeloid cells, which alters the electrophoretic mobility of complexes formed between nuclear proteins and interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancers, is a phosphatase. Direct addition of an acid phosphatase to nuclear proteins also altered the electrophoretic mobility of complexes between these nuclear proteins and interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancer complexes in a manner that is similar to that seen after exposure to CML cytoplasm.

This phosphatase activity is detectable in the cytoplasm of normal marrow blasts and promyelocytes. The level of this phosphatase activity decreases as the myeloid cells mature into bands and neutrophils. The level of this activity is fourfold greater in the immature myeloid marrow cells of CML patients than in the immature myeloid marrow cells of normal individuals.

There are at least two mechanisms for the generation of a new mobility-shift complex (band B) from the original complex (band A in Fig. 1-5) after incubation of Daudi nuclear proteins with the cytoplasmic proteins of myeloid cells: (a) There is a single protein responsible for the formation of both bands A and B which, in its phosphorylated form, travels as band A, and in its unphosphorylated form, travels as band B after binding with the transcriptional enhancer; (b) there are two distinct proteins which form bands A and B with the transcriptional enhancer. The protein that forms band A binds to the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancer in a phosphorylated form. The second protein, which forms band B after phosphatase treatment, is in a phosphorylated form before incubation with phosphatase, and unable to bind to or compete for binding with the protein that forms band A. After exposure to the phosphatase, the protein that forms band A is converted to its unphosphorylated form and is competed for binding to the enhancer by the protein that forms band B, which in its unphosphorylated form, binds to the interferon-inducible transcriptional enhancer. Experiments designed to resolve these two hypothesis are currently underway in our laboratory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Position 5' to translation start codon (ATG) of gene</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5-OAS</td>
<td>AGCTCCTCCCTTCTGAGGAAAAACGAAACCAACAGCAGTCGCAA</td>
<td>-75</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2-micro-</td>
<td>AGCTCCTCCCTTCTGAGGAAAAACGAAACCAACAGCAGTCGCAA</td>
<td>-138</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>globulin</td>
<td>AGCTCCTCCCTTCTGAGGAAAAACGAAACCAACAGCAGTCGCAA</td>
<td>-143</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-27</td>
<td>ATTTACAACAGCAAGAAATAGAACTTGAAGAAATACACACT</td>
<td>-88</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-16</td>
<td>GAGCCTGGAGAGAGGAAAAATGAAACTGCAGAGTCGAGTCGAG</td>
<td>-88</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cells is inhibitable by concentrations of Zn²⁺ in the physiological range (10–20 μM) (23, 24).

The protein phosphatase that we have identified in CML cells is distinct from the phosphotyrosine phosphatases described previously (22). The phosphatases that we have identified are present in immature but not mature myeloid cells. The opposite is true of the phosphotyrosine-specific phosphatases previously reported (22). Initial purification and characterization of the substrate specificity of the phosphatase that we have found in immature myeloid cells and in CML suggest that it may be a novel phosphatase with properties different from those previously reported (Johnson and Deisseroth, unpublished observations).
Table II. Comparative Ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio of cytoplasmic protein to nuclear protein before addition of 3-5-OAS transcriptional enhancer</th>
<th>Ratio of high/low-mobility complex by scanning densitometry</th>
<th>Normal cytoplasmic protein</th>
<th>CML cytoplasmic protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phosphatase we have identified in CML cells opposes the interferon-induced modification of nuclear proteins. Since interferon acts as an antiproliferative agent in CML cells, the phosphatase that we have discovered in CML blasts and promyelocytes may be participating in a pathway which stimulates proliferation and alters differentiation in CML. Our finding that this phosphatase is increased fourfold in immature CML marrow cells over that found in normal immature marrow cells suggests that this phosphatase may be involved in the abnormal phenotype of CML and may be a target of interferon action. We are currently investigating the mechanism through which the phosphatase becomes elevated in CML cells and the possible role of this phosphatase in limiting the interferon-induced activation of expression of interferon-inducible genes in CML myeloid cells.
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